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n the psychological thriller The Sublet, a
new mother struggles to cope with postpartum depression and her newborn
baby, while her husband neglects her to
tend to his career. The film’s title refers to the
home where the young family live, apparently the site of some past violent event, and
Joanna, the new mother, can’t tell whether
the creepy happenings in her new home are
a sign of a haunting or simply the unravelling of her fragile mind. DP and associate member Greg Biskup tells Canadian
Cinematographer how exploring the film’s
themes – loneliness, isolation, motherhood,
depression – in a tight space provided
opportunities to create suspense.
By FANEN CHIAHEMEN

Canadian Cinematographer: What sets The
Sublet apart from other films of this genre?
Greg Biskup: I don’t think The Sublet necessarily aims
to set itself apart from other films in the genre, but more
importantly pays homage to the stylistic and atmospheric
nuances of ‘70s and ‘80s horror films. Director John Ainslie
and I were inspired by films like The Shining (1980), Rosemary’s Baby (1968) and Possession (1981). These films gave
us a jumping-off point in terms of the mood we wanted establish for The Sublet. All of these films successfully created
tension in the camera operating, and secondly in their stylistic yet naturalistic approach to lighting.
CC: Where did you and the director find the
main elements of horror or suspense in the
story?
GB: The whole film takes place mainly in one location –
the apartment – so you as a viewer feel very confined. The
only time we’re out of the apartment is for establishing shots
or when we peer into the outside world through an apartment window. Other than that, the whole film exists in this
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tiny apartment. A lot of people that watch the film say they
feel claustrophobic and uneasy. You really start to feel the
psychosis of the environment and our protagonist after being
trapped in the space for the whole film.
CC: What did you use technically to create
or enhance that feeling of tension visually?
GB: In terms of the visuals, to enhance the claustrophobia,
when our protagonist Joanna is at her worst, everything was
shot on tight lenses with a shallow depth of field. Both John
and I favoured the 65 mm and 85 mm in our Zeiss T1.3 Super
Speed kit. During the more grounded moments in the story, I
opted for a wider 24 mm. I like starting wide and pushing in
to a final close-up. While only being feet away from the actor,
you get this enhanced close-up and a scope of the surrounding – a technique that DP Emmanuel Lubezki [ASC, AMC]
uses a lot in his films that I’ve really come to admire.
John also encouraged me to experiment with more unconventional techniques. I had my first AC Tyler Shoemaker
seat and then unseat the lens off the mount, pulling the back
element away from the sensor while shining an LED flashlight toward the back element. This created a distorted, disfocused and ghosted image while I operated the camera, enhancing the chaos and detachment of Joanna’s mental state.
Staying true to those seminal horror films, I chose to shoot
the film primarily handheld. I feel this adds to the frantic
energy of the story and allowed me to explore the space a
little more freely as I needed, especially for sequences with
our characters running throughout the apartment. For the
dream sequences, we relied on more fluid movements, with
Steadicam operated by Mitch Mommaerts. And for more
stylistic and polished shots, we opted for our PeeWee on a
track.
I was extremely fortunate to have the support of suppliers
William F. White for our lighting and grip package and Panavision Canada for camera and support. I owe a lot to both
suppliers.
CC: How did you approach and design the
lighting?
GB: Everything was to be quite bleak and naturalistic, relying on a hard source, typically a window as our key, with
hard shadows, letting things fall completely to black with
little fill. For this, we made a lot of references to artists like
Rembrandt and Caravaggio, as well as photographer Gregory Crewdson, whose work relies heavily on this approach.
98 per cent of the film was shot in an old factory in Guelph,
Ontario, that Black Fawn had leased for the duration of the
production. Production designer Vince Moskowec and I
worked together to design the layout of the apartment so
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that each room would be optimized for lighting. Choosing
the size and location of each window was a cinematographer’s dream. This also allowed gaffer Spencer Johnston and
I to pre-light and rough in our overhead lighting plan before
rolling cameras.
For our lighting set-up outside our main set, which was
the kitchen/living room, we had 6K HMI Pars outside the
window bounced into ultra bounce as our key. For our night
interiors, I relied on various practicals, which we had lined
on a dimmer board throughout the apartment.
CC: What were the challenges of shooting
in one main location? How did you
compensate for the lack of set changes?
GB: The biggest challenge for me was keeping things exciting and new but maintaining consistency. This meant whenever we returned to a room in the apartment, we’d constantly
be changing our visual axis, or finding new places to find our
best angles. And shooting in a standing set allows you to be
more creative – shooting from overhead or moving walls to
get the shot. When you’re confined to the space, you really
have to get creative to keep things feeling fresh.

CC: Director John Ainslie used to be a DP.
How did that affect your process with him?
GB: With John it was actually very easy. We started our relationship by sitting down and watching films that we had
a common interest in. In the preproduction process, John
would constantly send me reference material like photographs or film stills. This constant feeding of material really
helped establish the look we wanted to achieve early on.
John, having worked as a cinematographer, could speak the
same language as me. He understood what I wanted from
the image and my needs from production. I feel it must be
difficult as a cinematographer-turned-director to distance
yourself from the process, but John never once stepped on
my toes. He gave me full reign of the look of the film and was
incredibly supportive in my choices.
CC: Can you talk about the colour grade?
GB: We did our colour grade at REDLAB in Toronto over
a four-day period with colourist AJ McLauchlin. AJ had a
true understanding of the film and the mood we wanted to

create. He really helped us push the whole “darkness” of the
film, maintaining the consistent cool blues in our shadows
and pushing our blacks to the legal limit. It was important
to the story that as our protagonist further falls apart, we’d
start introducing more greens and blues to the image. We
started cleaner with a more traditional contrast, and as the
film goes on, we pushed the image to a sickly state that I
think serves the story well. Working under such a tight post
schedule, we were able to set a look after just two passes
of the film, a testament to the work of AJ and his team at
REDLAB.
CC: What do you like best about shooting a
horror film?
GB: The thing that I like about shooting horror is you can
push the visual boundaries with little justification – the typical shooting conventions don’t always apply to horror. There
is a certain kinetic energy to the camera movement and the
framing that doesn’t exist in other genres. Coming from a
more traditional narrative headspace, I found this incredibly
refreshing.

Working with a baby was
the biggest challenge,
says Biskup. “You wait for
the baby to stop crying,
so everything comes to a
standstill. You had to be
careful around the baby,
so if you’re pre-rigging
for next the scene you’re
conscious all the time
when a baby’s on set.”

Greg Biskup on the set of
The Sublet.
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